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Alec is a full-length, standalone novel. It can be read on its own or as part of the Highland Outlaws

Series.Two broken hearts unite, becoming one love that will last forever.Ã‚Â Sold from one ruthless

master to another, Joanie is a servant who has lived her whole life in fear. When Randolph Tweed,

an English merchant with cold, unfeeling eyes, buys her, she fears she has fallen into the hands of

her cruelest master yet. But what she doesn&apos;t realize is that Randolph is actually Alec

MacVie, Scottish spy and rebel.The first time Alec sees Joanie is in his dreams. He has a vision of a

young woman standing on a bridge alone, bleeding, and broken hearted. He must rescue her, and

when he does he soon realizes she holds the power to rescue him right back.Join Alec and Joanie

on a journey of healing, passion, and hope, where their love and strength forge a new destiny for

themselves and for Scotland.
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What an amazing read. Through every one of these books in this series I'd end with, this one is my

favorite. I could hardly wait for this one when it centered around the quiet, lonesome Alec, who was



a seer. This author had an amazing way of getting into his head allowing the reader to see and feel

his thoughts. For a man of few words, one would think it would be difficult to create dialog, not Lily. I

think only one with a true kind heart could write something so beautifully. There was a paragraph

where Alec described the feeling of grief that touched me so deeply, it left me with a whole new

outlook on losing someone you loved. What an amazing gift she has.For this story, imagine two

people with tormented pasts coming together....healing and coming to love one another like a long

drum roll before a tune. It was perfectly written in my opinion and this will be one story I'll remember

for a long time to come.Do not hesitate, I give my highest recommendation for this book and cannot

wait for her next book.

My favorite of the series is Rory, then Alex, Jack and Quinn. I am disappointed that it states this is

book 4 of a 4 book series. Please Ms Baldwin, what about Rose and Ian?The beginning as I stated

in my subject line was slow for me. It did set up the relationship between our h and her friend, but

lasted too long. I thought our H would never interact with our h, but ever so slowly they make a

connection and it was a great story from then on.Their romance builds slowly, we get some

surprises and the ending has a touch of supernatural. Our H is a seer and we know this from the

previous novels in the series. But, as the author states, this is a stand alone story. The other

brothers and wives make a very small appearance, and you will not be lost if you start with this

one.Just a few times I felt the language wasn't for the time period. It surprised me that WOW was

used once.There is very mild lovemaking, we get HEA and everything is wrapped up nicely, except I

feel I want to know about the other two siblings. So keep writing this series Lily!!I am not going into

the blurb, just what you may discover if you read this. I also, recommend this author's trilogy called

Isle of Mull. (ljb)

I have read at least eight books written by Baldwin. I love to escape to the magic and the fairy dust

of her imagination. I love her sensual scenes that are always written with a hit of vagueness yet

maintains a touch of class. I LOVED how she addressed grief. She wrote, "Once grief enters

someone's soul it is there forever." In most every book I have read, and there are MANY, the hero

promises to provide 'forever protection'. Then some terrible battle or kidnapping happens. There

was a battle after the promise but the heroine was mostly safe. Ms. Baldwin you continue to

entertain my imagination and in a way what you write continues to heal me in my journey of grief.I

don't understand people who write book summaries for reviews. But I won't stop because I love

Baldwin's work.Now...what about Rose and Ian?



I have read all of Lily Baldwin outlaw series books and loved everyone! However the best one has

to be Alec's story! Through the other books you get enough glimpses of Alec and his torment. He is

a seer and is bombarded with others feelings and what they have done. He comes off as cold and

unfeeling, but we find out it is a coping mechanism. When he finds the one person that soothe him

he is unsure. To get the whole story of the family it should be read in order however each one can b

email read as a stand alone! If you only read one of Lily's books,get this one,you will NOT be

disappointed!

I read all the books in this series and loved them all but this one was my favored.The story of Alec

and Joanie, 2 tormented people to come together and heal each other through their love for each

other, was truly an amazing and heartwarming story. Lily Baldwin is an amazing writer to fill ones

imagination with magic and fantasy. Her love scenes are always written with class and leave

enough to ones imagination .As I have read all her books, she is one of my favored Authors ,I am

looking forward to new stories by her.

When I see Lily's name for the author I absolutely pre-order! I have never been disappointed and

love the stories she weaves. Her characters are always a great and never carbon copies from

previous books. Alex was the one brother that I understood the least bit a perfect for for Joanie.

Both dealt with hurt and pain in their life but stood strong. And Lily has given us the gift of new

people to live and look forward to. And-*spoiler*- she gives us an angel too. Thank you for a deep,

wonderful tale.

This is a must read...I know myself in books 1-3 oil saw Alec as a very dark bitter man but after

reading his story you come to understand how deeply emotional and hurt Alec really is....and how

you'll be wanting so badly for Alec for to find love and be healed....by the end of the book you will be

in love with our dark tortured hero and understand that he wasn't cold hearted in the previous books

just if pain....ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤

WOW, OH WOW ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â• I've been waiting for a while for Alec's story since he has

been a favorite of mine through the other books. I've loved every one, and love the audio James did

of Jack, so I hope Alec gains a voice soon too. Lily Baldwin does not disappoint, she only gets

better and better! So whose story is gonna be next? I C ain't wait!!! Do NOT miss this great read!
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